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Abstract. The halting probability of a Turing machine is the probability that the machine will halt if
it starts with a random stream written on its one-way input tape. When the machine is universal, this
probability is referred to as Chaitin’s omega number, and is the most well known example of a real which
is random in the sense of Martin-Löf. Although omega numbers depend on the underlying universal Turing
machine, they are robust in the sense that they all have the same Turing degree, namely the degree of the
halting problem. This means that, given two universal prefix-free machines U,V , the halting probability
ΩU of U computes the halting probability ΩV of V . If this computation uses at most the first n + g(n) bits
of ΩU for the computation of the first n bits of ΩV , we say that ΩU computes ΩV with redundancy g.
In this paper we give precise bounds on the redundancy growth rate that is generally required for the
computation of an omega number from another omega number. We show that for each ǫ > 1, any pair of
omega numbers compute each other with redundancy ǫ log n. On the other hand, this is not true for ǫ = 1. In
fact, we show that for each omega number ΩU there exists another omega number which is not computable
from ΩU with redundancy log n. This latter result improves an older result of Frank Stephan.
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1 Introduction
Consider the following experiment, involving a Turing machine with a one-way input tape. We turn on the
machine, and whenever it tries to read the next bit from the input, we give to it a random digit. What is
the probability that the machine will halt at some point? This is an experiment that Chaitin considered in
[Cha75]. In the case of a universal machine he called the probability Ω and showed that it is algorithmically
random, in the sense of Martin-Löf [ML66]. Chaitin originally considered Ω for self-delimiting machines,
i.e. machines that operate on instantaneous code, without any out-of-band markers or special symbols that
frame the words in the input tape. The cumulative work of Solovay [Sol75], Calude, Hertling, Khoussainov
and Wang [CHKW01] and Kucˇera and Slaman [KS01], has shown Chaitin’s omega numbers do not depend
significantly on many parameters of the universal machine. In particular, the series of papers above showed
that a left-c.e. real (i.e. one which is the limit of a computable increasing sequence of rational numbers) is
the halting probability of a universal self-delimiting machine if and only if it is Martin-Löf random (a good
presentation of this work is given in [DH10, Chapter 9]).
There are many other results that witness the robustness of the halting probability and the similarity between
different omega numbers. Solovay [Sol75], for example, showed that omega numbers are, in a specific
sense, equally and maximally hard to approximate, compared to other left-c.e. reals. Calude and Nies
observed in [CN97] that omega numbers are computable from each other, with computable bounds on
the use of the oracle (i.e. computable bounds on the number of bits of the oracle tape required on each
argument). On the other hand, a number of incompatibility results are known which distinguish the halting
probabilities of different machines. Figueira, Stephan, and Wu [FSW06] showed, for example, that for each
universal machine U with halting probability ΩU there exists a universal machine V with halting probability
ΩV such that ΩU and ΩV have incomparable truth-table degrees. Frank Stephan (see [BDG10, Section 6]
for a proof) showed that for each universal machine U there exists a universal machine V such that ΩU
cannot compute the first n bits of ΩV using only the first n +O (1) bits of ΩU as an oracle. Tadaki [Tad09]
gave a very interesting quantitative characterization of the equivalence between the initial segments of Ω
and the sets An of the strings of length n in the domain of the universal prefix-free machine.
Downey, Hirschfeldt Miller and Nies showed [DHMN05] that the Turing degree ofΩ is not robust when the
halting probability is relativized to an infinite oracle, even when two oracles differ at only a finite number
of bits. Such strong negative results do not only apply to relativized versions of halting probabilities, but
also to probabilities that concern more complicated properties of a universal machine than mere halting.
This was demonstrated by Barmpalias and Dowe in [BD12], who studied the probability that a machine
remains universal even when random bits are prefixed in the input tape. This is known as the universality
probability, and it was shown that for different universal Turing machines the universality probabilities can
have different Turing degrees. These negative results suggest that the apparent robustness of Ω stems from
the fact that it is the probability of a relatively simple property, namely halting, which is Σ01. Indeed, there
is only one Σ01 Turing degree which contains Martin-Löf random numbers, namely the degree of the halting
problem, but the same is not true for classes of higher arithmetical complexity.
In this paper we study the similarity of omega numbers in terms of the length of the initial segment of an
omega number Ω0 that is needed in order to compute the first n bits of another omega number Ω1.
Definition 1.1 (Redundancy). If a real β computes a real α, and for each n the computation of the first n
bits of α uses at most the first ⌊n + g(n)⌋ bits of the oracle β, we say that β computes α with redundancy g.
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Our main result is a sharp estimation of the redundancy growth rate that is generally required for the
computation of one omega number from another, in terms of logarithms. Throughout this paper we shall
write log(n) in order to denote log2(n), i.e. we always work base 2. It will also be convenient to agree to the
convention that log(0) = 0.
Definition 1.2. For ǫ ∈ R with ǫ ≥ 1, we define hǫ(n) = ǫ · log(n), and h∗ǫ (n) = log(n) + ǫ · log log(n).
Theorem 1.3. If ǫ > 1 then every omega number is computable from any other omega number with re-
dundancy hǫ . If ǫ = 1 then given any omega number Ω there exists another omega number which is not
computable from Ω with redundancy hǫ .
Our result extends an older result of Frank Stephan (see [BDG10, Section 6] for a proof) which says that
two omega numbers do not always compute each other with constant redundancy. Our proof of Theorem
1.3 involves effective measure-theoretic tools like the effective Borel-Cantelli lemmas, effective martingales
and other notions from algorithmic randomness. We review these notions in Section 2 and present our main
argument in Section 3.1.
2 Preliminaries
Recall that the series ∑n n−ǫ converges if and only if ǫ > 1. Recall also the Cauchy condensation series
convergence criterion (e.g. see [B06]).
Lemma 2.1 (Condensation). If f : N→ R+ is nonincreasing, then the series ∑n f (n) converges if and only
if the series ∑n
(
2n · f (2n)) converges.
From these well known facts the following lemma immediately follows.
Lemma 2.2 (Convergence and divergence). The sums ∑n 2−hǫ (n) and
∑
n 2−h
∗
ǫ (n) are finite if and only if
ǫ > 1.
Background on algorithmic randomness that is relevant to our argument can be found in [DH10, Chapter
6]. This monograph also contains a presentation of the work in [Sol75]. We shall identify reals with
their infinite binary expansions (the fact that dyadic rationals have two expansions will not cause issues).
We shall generally work with reals in [0, 1], so that the decimal point may be neglected and reals can
be thought of simply as infinite binary sequences, i.e. elements of Cantor space. It will be convenient to
adopt the (slightly unusual) convention that the bits of a real α are indexed from 1 rather than zero, so that
α = α(1)α(2)α(3) · · · , rather than α(0)α(1)α(2) · · · .
A real is Martin-Löf random if it avoids all effective statistical tests. This notion was introduced by Martin-
Löf in [ML66]. We will make use of an essentially equivalent notion of statistical test due to Solovay
[Sol75]: a Solovay test is a computable sequence of finite strings (σi) (each σi often being identified with
the set of infinite binary sequences extending it, meaning that it may be regarded as a basic open subset
of Cantor space) such that ∑i 2−|σi | is bounded. We say that a real avoids this test if there are only finitely
many i such that σi is a prefix of the binary expansion of the real. Solovay showed that a real is Martin-Löf
random if and only if it avoids all Solovay tests. An equivalent definition of Martin-Löf randomness can be
given in terms of betting strategies, which are often expressed as martingales. We shall think of martingales
as functions f : 2<ω → R≥0 with the property f (σ0) + f (σ1) = 2 · f (σ). A martingale f is computably
enumerable (c.e.) if the values f (σ) can be computably and uniformly approximated by rationals from
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below, i.e. there exists a computable function f ∗(σ, i) taking rational values, which is nondecreasing in the
second argument, and such that for all σ, limi→∞ f ∗(σ, i) = f (σ). We say that f succeeds on a real X if
limn f (α ↾n) = ∞. It is well known that a real X is Martin-Löf random if and only if no c.e. martingale
succeeds on X. We let α ↾n denote the first n bits of α. Given a real α, suppose that there exists a partial
computable function p such that p(α ↾n) ↓ for infinitely many n, and such that whenever p(α ↾n) ↓ we have
p(α ↾n) = α(n + 1), i.e. p correctly predicts the next bit of α (recall our labelling convention above). In
this case it is not hard to see that there exists a c.e. martingale which succeeds on α, so that α cannot be
Martin-Löf random. This fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. A real is weakly 1-random if it is
not a member of any null Π01 class.
Finally, we state the effective Borell-Cantelli lemmas that are often used in order to derive statistical prop-
erties of algorithmically random numbers. Recall the basic fact from analysis that, given a sequence (bi) of
positive integers, we have: ∏
i
(1 − 2−bi ) > 0 ⇐⇒
∑
i
2−bi < ∞. (2.0.1)
This is a direct consequence of the fact that log(1 + x) = x +O
(
x2
)
in a neighborhood of zero.
Given a finite set B of natural numbers, a string σ of length |B| (i.e. the cardinality of B) and a real β, we
may say that β meets σ on B if the following holds for all n < |B|: if mn is the nth element of B we have
β(mn) = σ(n). The same definition applies for the case when β is a string of length at least the largest
element of B. Note that if the Bi are disjoint sets (and fixing the uniform probability measure), the events
‘β meets σi on Bi’ are independent. We can therefore state the effective Borel-Cantelli lemmas as follows.
Lemma 2.3 (Effective Borel-Cantelli lemmas). Let (Bi) be a collection of pairwise disjoint sets, let bi = |Bi|
for each i and suppose that (σi) is a sequence of strings with |σi| = |Bi| .
1. If ∑i 2−bi < ∞ then the reals that meet σi on Bi for only finitely many i form a class of measure 1.
2. If ∑i 2−bi = ∞ then the reals that meet σi on Bi for only finitely many i form a class of measure 0.
Suppose the sequence (Bi) is computable. Then in the first case every Martin-Löf random real meets σi on
Bi for only finitely many i, and in the second case every weakly 1-random real meets σi on Bi for infinitely
many i.
The first clause is essentially just Solovay’s characterization of Martin-Löf randomness in terms of Solovay
tests that we discussed above. For the sake of completeness we include a short proof of the second clause.
Let mn = max∪i≤nBi. For a given n, the number of subsets of {0, . . . ,mn}, regarded as strings of length
mn + 1, which do not meet σi on Bi for any i ≤ n is:
2mn+1−
∑
i≤n bi ·
n∏
i=0
(2bi − 1). (2.0.2)
Since there are 2mn+1 subsets of {0, . . . ,mn}, the measure of reals that do not meet any of the sets Bi, i ≤ n
is exactly the expression in (2.0.2) divided by 2mn+1, i.e.
2−
∑
i≤n bi ·
n∏
i=0
(2bi − 1) =
n∏
i=0
(1 − 2−bi ).
By (2.0.1), the above quantity tends to zero if and only if the sum ∑i 2−bi diverges. For each finite set D,
the sum
∑
i<D 2−bi still diverges. So the argument above suffices to show that the reals which meet some Bi
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with i < D are of measure 1. Taking the intersection over all finite D, we get a countable intersection of sets
of measure 1, which is therefore of measure 1. The effective version of the second clause follows since for
each n, the set of reals which meet σi on Bi for at most n many i, forms a null Π01 class.
The Borel-Cantelli lemmas were used by Chaitin in [Cha87] in order to establish the existence of certain
blocks of zeros in the binary expansion of Ω. For example, it was shown that if g is computable and∑
n 2−g(n) diverges, then for infinitely many n there exists a block of n + g(n) zeros between digits 2n and
2n+1 of the binary expansion of Ω.
3 Upper bounds on the oracle use in computations from omega numbers
We prove Theorem 1.3, along with some slightly more general statements. In Section 3.2 we consider the
more general question of characterising the computable functions that are upper bounds on the oracle use
in computations of one halting probability from another one.
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.3
We start with the first part of Therorem 1.3, which relies on the approximation properties of omega num-
bers. The limits of increasing computable sequences of rational numbers are known as left computably
enumerable (left-c.e.) reals, and can be viewed as the halting probabilities of (not necessarily universal)
prefix-free machines.
Lemma 3.1 (Sufficient redundancy). Suppose that g is a computable function such that ∑i 2−g(i) converges.
Given any two omega numbers, each is computable from the other with redundancy g.
Proof. Let g be as in the statement, let Ω be an omega number and let α be a left-c.e. real. It suffices to
show that α is computable from Ω with redundancy g. Let (αs), (Ωs) be computable nondecreasing dyadic
rational approximations that converge to α,Ω respectively. Recall that a Solovay test is a computable
sequence of basic open intervals (σi) such that ∑i 2−|σi | is bounded above. Since Ω is Martin-Löf random,
it has only finitely many initial segments in any Solovay test (σi). We construct a Solovay test as follows,
along with a c.e. set I. At each stage s + 1 we consider the least n ≤ s such that αs(n) , αs+1(n), if such
exists. If such an n exists, we define σs = Ωs+1 ↾⌊n+g(n)⌋ and enumerate s into I. First let us verify that the
set of strings σs, s ∈ I is a Solovay test. Note that for every n, the number of stages s such that n is the
least number with the property that αs(n) , αs+1(n), is bounded above by the number of times that αs(n)
can change from 0 to 1 in the monotone approximation to α. Hence this number is bounded above by 2n−1.
So we have: ∑
s∈I
2−|σs | ≤
∑
n
2n · 2−g(n)−n =
∑
n
2−g(n) < ∞.
Since Ω is Martin-Löf random, there exists some s0 such that for s > s0 in I, σs is not an initial segment
of Ω. This means that whenever our construction enumerates s in I because we find some least n with
αs(n) , αs+1(n), there exists some later stage where the approximation to Ω ↾⌊n+g(n)⌋ changes. So with
oracle Ω ↾s+g(s) we can uniformly compute α(n), and α is computable from Ω with redundancy g. 
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The reader may note that the above proof establishes a slightly more general statement, regarding the
computation of any left-c.e. real from an omega number. The second part of Theorem 1.3 is also established
slightly more generally than stated, as the following lemma indicates. For this proof recall that, by Demuth
[Dem75], the sum of a Martin-Löf random left-c.e. real and any other left-c.e. real is Martin-Löf random.
Since the halting probabilities of universal prefix-free machines are exactly the Martin-Löf random left-c.e.
reals, it follows that the sum of an omega number and any left-c.e. real is an omega number.
Lemma 3.2 (Insufficient redundancy). Let g be a computable nondecreasing function and let (ti) be a
computable increasing sequence such that ti + g(ti) < ti+1 for all sufficiently large i and:
∑
i
2−g(ti) = ∞ and
∑
i
2ti−ti+1 < ∞. (3.1.1)
Then given any omega number Ω there exists another omega number which is not computable from Ω with
redundancy g.
Proof. We will show that for some constant c the following number has the required property:
β = Ω +
∑
i>c
2−(ti+⌊g(ti)⌋+1). (3.1.2)
First, note that β as defined above is an omega number, since it is the sum of an omega number and a
computable real. Consider the intervals of positions Ik = [tk, tk + ⌊g(tk)⌋] and Jk = [tk + ⌊g(tk)⌋ + 2, tk+1 +
⌊g(tk)⌋ + 1]. Given a real number X, we are interested in those k such that:
(a)k the binary digits of X at all positions in the interval Ik are 1.
(b)k some digit of X in the interval Jk is zero.
The properties (a)k and (b)k are effective, in the sense that the set of reals satisfying them is a finite union
of basic open sets, which are uniformly computable in k. Note that, since tk +g(tk) < tk+1 for all sufficiently
large k, the properties (a)k are independent1 for all sufficiently large k. Since g is nondecreasing, the same
is true of the properties (b)k. The measure of reals that meet property (a)k is 2−⌊g(tk)⌋−1. Also, the measure
of reals that do not meet property (b)k is 2tk−tk+1 . Hence, by the effective Borel-Cantelli lemma:
For any Martin-Löf random real there exist infinitely many k such that (a)k holds and
finitely many k such that (b)k does not hold. (3.1.3)
Now, given Ω, let c be a number such that for all k ≥ c, tk + g(tk) < tk+1 and the property (b)k is met by Ω.
Let β be defined as in (3.1.2) for that value of c. Define dk = tk + ⌊g(tk)⌋ + 1. Let us say that k is valid if it
is larger than c and (a)k holds for Ω. Then the following holds:
If k is valid then Ω(dk) = 1 ⇐⇒ β(tk) = 0. (3.1.4)
In order to see this, note first that satisfaction of (b)k′ for all k′ ≥ k (where k > c) means that β agrees with
Ω + 2−dk on all digits in the interval
[
tk−1 + ⌊g(tk−1)⌋ + 2, tk + ⌊g(tk)⌋ + 1
)
.
1as events in the probability space of all reals, where the event corresponding to the property is the set of all reals that satisfy
this property.
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First suppose that Ω(dk) = 0. In this case, adding 2−dk to Ω (as one term in the sum ∑i>c 2−(ti+⌊g(ti)⌋+1)) will
cause it to change at position dk but leave it unchanged at position tk, meaning that β(tk) = 1. Suppose, on
the other hand that Ω(dk) = 1. Let j be the greatest ≤ dk such that Ω( j) = 0, so that j ∈ [tk−1 + ⌊g(tk−1)⌋ +
2, tk − 1] because (a)k is satisfied as well as (b)k−1. The addition of 2−dk to Ω will cause the digit at position
j to become 1, while making the digit at position tk into a 0. Thus β(tk) = 0 in this case.
If Ω computes β with redundancy g, then for each k, computing β(tk) uses at most the first ⌊tk + g(tk)⌋ bits
of Ω. Then (3.1.4) establishes that for the special case where k is valid, the first ⌊tk + g(tk)⌋ bits of Ω are
enough to decide Ω(tk + ⌊g(tk)⌋ + 1). This shows that there is a partial computable prediction rule for the
digits of Ω. In other words, there is a c.e. martingale that succeeds on Ω, contradicting the fact that Ω is
Martin-Löf random. 
It remains to show that a sequence (ti) as in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 exists for the function log(n).
Lemma 3.3 (Existence of partition). If g(n) = log(n), there exists a computable increasing sequence (ti)
such that ti + g(ti) < ti+1 for all sufficiently large i and such that (3.1.1) holds.
Proof. For k ≥ 1 define:
tk =
k∑
i=1
(log(i) + 2 log log(i)).
Then tk+1 − tk = log(k + 1) + 2 log log(k + 1) so the second clause of (3.1.1) holds by Lemma 2.2. Next we
show that for all sufficiently large k, tk + g(tk) < tk+1. Since log(i) + 2 · log log(i) ≤ 2 · log(i) we have:
tk ≤ 2 ·
∑
i≤k
log(i) = 2 · log
(
(k)!
)
≤ 2k · log(k).
Hence:
g(tk) ≤ g(2k · log(k)) = 1 + log(k) + log log(k). (3.1.5)
For all sufficiently large k the last expression is bounded above by log(k + 1) + 2 · log log(k + 1). Hence
g(tk) < tk+1 − tk for all sufficiently large k, as promised. Moreover, by (3.1.5) and Lemma 2.2, the first
clause of (3.1.1) holds for the sequence (ti), which concludes the proof of this lemma. 
These lemmas conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3.
3.2 Computable functions as upper bounds of oracle use of omega
Theorem 1.3 gives a rather precise picture of the rate of growth of the oracle use in computations of one
halting probability from another. It is reasonable to ask if we can obtain a more general characterisation
of the upper bounds on the oracle use in such computations. Lemma 3.1, for example, suggests that this
might be possible. Any computable function g such that ∑i 2−g(i) converges is such an upper bound. Could
this condition characterise these upper bounds? In other words, is it true that if ∑i 2−g(i) diverges then
there are two omega numbers such that one is not computable from the other with redundancy g? If for all
computable g such that ∑i 2−g(i) diverges, there existed a sequence (ti) satisfying the conditions described
in Lemma 3.2, a positive answer would follow. The following proposition establishes that this is not the
case, even if g is assumed to be monotone.
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Proposition 3.4. There exists a nondecreasing computable function g such that ∑i 2−g(i) = ∞ and the
following holds for all increasing sequences of positive integers (ti):
∑
i
2−g(ti) = ∞ ⇒
∑
i
2ti−ti+1 = ∞. (3.2.1)
For the proof of Proposition 3.4, we construct g of the form log( f (n)). Let mi = 22i+i and define f (n) = m1
for m1 many values of n (i.e. the interval [1,m1]), then f (n) = m2 for the next m2 values of n, and so
on. This determines f and g, so it remains to show that g has the desired property. Define the intervals
In = {i | f (i) = mn} and note that by the definition of f we have |In| = mn. Moreover, these intervals are
a partition of N. In order to understand the intuition behind the definition of f , imagine momentarily that
the sequence (mi) has not yet been specified, and let f be defined as above with respect to some sequence
(mi) which is yet to be determined. Through various considerations we shall arrive at the specific definition
of (mi) given previously, along with a proof that this particular choice confers the desired properties on f .
Since g(n) = log( f (n)), if f (n) = m, this will contribute 1/m to the sum ∑n 2−g(n). So those values of n for
which f (n) = m1 contribute (in total) 1 to the sum ∑n 2−g(n). Then those values of n for which f (n) = m2
contribute the same amount again, and so on. This ensures that ∑n 2−g(n) is infinite, for any choice of (mi).
So it remains to specify (mi) so that (3.2.1) is met.
Given any increasing sequence (tn) such that ∑n 2−g(tn) = ∞, we wish to show that
∑
n 2tn−tn+1 = ∞. For
each n, consider the set Jn(t) = |{i | ti ∈ In}|, (where the suffix (t) indicates the dependence on (ti)). Since
|In| = mn we have: ∑
i
2−g(ti) =
∑
i
1
f (ti) =
∑
n
|Jn(t)|
mn
=
∑
n
|Jn(t)|
|In|
.
Since we are given that
∑
i 2−g(ti) = ∞, it follows that there are infinitely many n with |Jn(t)| > |In | · 2−n.
Let D(t) be the set of such n, where once again the suffix (t) indicates the dependence on (ti), i.e. D(t) =
{n | |Jn(t)| > |In | · 2−n}. We aim to show that, so long as we specify the sequence (mi) appropriately:
if n ∈ D(t) then
∑
i∈Jn(t)
2ti−ti+1 ≥ 2−2. (3.2.2)
Since ∑i 2−g(ti) = ∞ implies that D(t) is infinite, this suffices to give the result because:
∑
i
2ti−ti+1 ≥
∑
n∈D(t)

∑
i∈Jn(t)
2ti−ti+1
 . (3.2.3)
The rough idea is that, for an adversary who wishes to keep the sum in (3.2.2) small, the optimal approach
is to ensure that the terms ti, i ∈ Jn(t) are spaced evenly in In. This rough idea is formalised in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.5 (Minimizing the sums). Let I be an interval, k > 1, and suppose that ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1 is an
increasing sequence of numbers in I. Then ∑1≤i≤k 2−(ti+1−ti) ≥ k · 2−⌈|I|/k⌉ ≥ k · 2−|I|/k−1.
Proof. The second inequality above is obvious, so we only need to prove the first one. Let us consider the
ti as movable markers. We can assume that the first marker t1 is placed on the first element of the interval I,
and that tk+1 is placed on the last element of the interval, since otherwise they can be moved there reducing
the sum
∑
1≤i≤k 2−(ti+1−ti). Let ci = ti+1 − ti and let m = tk+1 − t1, so that
∑k
i=1 ci = m. Consider Πmk , which
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is the set of all sequences a1, a2, . . . , ak such that every ai ∈ N+, and
∑k
i=1 ai = m. The result follows if
we can establish that amongst all sequences in Πmk , the minimum value of
∑
i 2−ai is attained whenever
ai ∈ {⌊m/k⌋, ⌈m/k⌉} for all i. We show this by induction on m ≥ k. For m = k the result follows easily, since
we must have ai = 1 for all i. Suppose the result holds for m. Let ˆΠmk be all those sequences in Π
m
k such
that ai ∈ {⌊m/k⌋, ⌈m/k⌉} for all i. It is clear that for all sequences in ˆΠmk the sum
∑
i 2−ai is the same (and
similarly for ˆΠm+1k ). Now suppose there exist two sequences (ai) and (bi) in Πm+1k such that (ai) ∈ ˆΠm+1k ,
(bi) < ˆΠm+1k and for which
∑
i 2−bi <
∑
i 2−ai . Let c be such that bc is largest, and let d be such that ad is
largest. Then we have bc ≥ ad. Let (a∗i ) be the element of ˆΠmk obtained by replacing ad by ad − 1. Let (b∗i )
be the element of Πmk obtained by replacing bc by bc − 1. Then we have
∑
i 2−b
∗
i <
∑
i 2−a
∗
i , contradicting
the induction hypothesis. 
Since |In| = mn and |Jn(t)| ≥ 2−n · |In| for each n ∈ D(t), by Lemma 3.5 we have that for each n ∈ D(t),∑
i∈Jn(t)
2ti−ti+1 ≥ (|Jn| − 1) · 2−|In |/|Jn(t)|−1 ≥ (2−n · mn − 1) · 2−2n−1 ≥ (mn − 1) · 2−2n−n−1. (3.2.4)
So if we define mn = 22
n
+n (as previously), we get the required inequality (3.2.2). We summarize the
argument. We already noted that for any choice of mi, the corresponding function g satisfies
∑
n 2−g(n) = ∞.
Now fix mi = 22
i
+i and assume that ∑i 2−g(ti) = ∞ for some increasing sequence (ti). By Lemma 3.5 we get
(3.2.4). So by (3.2.3) we have that ∑i 2ti−ti+1 = ∞ which concludes the proof.
4 Concluding remarks
We have characterised the redundancy growth rate which is generally required in computations of halting
probabilities from other halting probabilities, in terms of the functions hǫ (n). It would be pleasing to obtain
a more general characterisation of the required redundancy in such computations, in terms of arbitrary
computable nondecreasing functions g such that ∑n 2−g(n) converges. Although our analysis applies to this
generalised goal with respect to the upper bounds that we obtain (Lemma 3.1), Proposition 3.4 indicates
that our lower bound analysis (Lemma 3.2) may not be sufficient for such a generalisation.
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